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Stunning Cash™ 

Game description 

It’s the time of the season for slot games! Stunning Cash, the latest fruit from the BF 

Games Stunning slot game tree is here and boy, it is sweet! If you’re a fan of BF Games, 

you know this provider always delivers. Stunning Cash continues the winning streak; dig 

into a sleek design, feast upon fantastic features and gobble up gameplay smoother than 

a Mediterranean peach! 

 

Marketing description 

Are you an online casino game fan? You’ve probably come across BF Games and the 

smash-hit Stunning slots. And if you’re new, this one’s a great starter! With five reels, 

three rows and 20 fixed paylines, BF Games mean business with Stunning Cash! 

Look out for the Star; that’s your Scatter symbol, and three or more in each reel form a 

winning combo.  

Coin symbols have a set value or Jackpot/Bonus label, and landing five or more triggers 

Cash Mesh — the Coins hold their position on the screen for three respins, and every 

Coin landing a new position resets the respin count. When respins are completed, the 

value of every Coin is added and paid out. 

Hold up, there’s more!? Land 15 Coins during Cash Mesh for the Full House 2x 

multiplier to Coins! This only applies to reel winnings, but Coins with Jackpot or Bonus 

that land during Cash Mesh award various prizes to players per spin! 

Mini Bonus has a 2x bet stake, and Minor Bonus has 3x, while Major and Grand 

Jackpot grow bigger with each spin. The current value for each Jackpot and Bonus sits 

atop the game, and every player on the server helps make that Jackpot nice and fat! 
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Game phrases 

• Land five or more Coins to trigger Cash Mesh. 

• Coin it out! Land 15 Coins in Cash Mesh and get twice the winnings with Full 

House 2x multiplier. 

• Bet and spin with Stunning Cash to win! 

• Jackpot and Bonus Coins in Cash Mesh reward players with cash prizes. 

• The Jackpot value is sitting on top of the reels — help it grow! 

• Gobble up gameplay smoother than a Mediterranean peach! 

• Classic features and classy sweeteners to keep you spinning with Stunning 

Cash! 

• Tasty thrills make for one scrumptious slot - make a meal of your stakes! 

• Each helping of Jackpot coins comes with a side of cash prizes! 

• Yum yum yum, multipliers grow your sum! 

 

 


